CONSTITUTIONAL AGREEMENT
VASSAR COLLEGE EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES

This Constitutional Agreement applies to all Vassar College Emergency Medical Services (VCEMS) members and any temporary member or visitor regardless of length of duty, expected duty, or obligations. Any member or visitor that does not sign this agreement will not be allowed to serve on a duty crew, without exception.

It is the responsibility of Vassar College Emergency Medical Service members to read in full and familiarize themselves with (1) the Standard Operating Guidelines for Vassar College EMS (SOGs) and (2) the Vassar College EMS Constitution (Bylaws). Members are responsible for initiating follow-up with VCEMS Captain or another member of the VCEMS Student Administration in regards to any questions or concerns related to the SOGs, Bylaws, or operational procedures of VCEMS.

Availability
Upon joining VCEMS all new members will be directed to copies of SOGs and Bylaws maintained on the VCEMS website. The current versions of the SOGs and Bylaws will be made available throughout a member’s tenure on VCEMS both electronically through the VCEMS website and physically through VCEMS’s office at Baldwin Hall. If requested, a copy of the SOGs and/or Bylaws can be emailed to a member by the VCEMS Captain. Members will be informed of updates to either document and the updated document will be made available at the General Body Meeting following the document’s ratification.

I certify that:
1. I have read and understand, in entirety, the current SOGs and Bylaws for VCEMS
2. I will follow the policies and rules outlined in VCEMS’s SOGs and Bylaws. Violation of either document may result in disciplinary action as outline in Section 5 of the SOGs.
3. I understand that I will be made aware of changes to the SOGs and Bylaws and that updated versions will be available through the VCEMS website and the VCEMS office. After updated documents are released, it is my responsibility to familiarize myself with all changes.

Date: _____/____/____  Signature: ______________________________

Printed Name: ______________________________

Vassar ID: 999_____________________

Students under the age of 18 may not sign a legally binding contract and therefore must ascertain a signature from a parent or legal guardian.